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The Third Degree of Freemasonry Watch

'Presiding in the East'
Uncle Samael...

Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number of the beast: for it 
is the number of a man; and his number is Six hundred threescore and six. 

REVELATION 13:18
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Hexakosioi Hexekonta Hex
'The Foundation of the Great Work'...

Lucifer, the Light-bearer! Strange and mysterious name to give to the Spirit of 
Darkness! Lucifer, the son of the morning! Is it he who bears the Light, and with it's 
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splendors intolerable blinds feeble, sensual or selfish Souls? Doubt it not!

Morals and Dogma, page 321
Illustrious Albert Pike 33° 
Sovereign Grand Commander Supreme Council 33°,
The Mother Supreme Council of the World 
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The "must read" Occult "Bible" of Freemasonry by the "Pope" of Freemasonry...

The apex of our teachings has been the rituals of MORALS AND DOGMA, written 
over a century ago.

Illustrious C. Fred Kleinknecht 33°
Sovereign Grand Commander Supreme Council 33°
The Mother Supreme Council of the World 
New Age Magazine, January 1989 
The official organ of the Scottish Rite of Freemasonry
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Washington as Osiris
Six Hundred and Sixty Six

The Father, the Mother, the Son
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Mithras, "The God of light and liberty"... 

Filled with the spirit of Satan, who knows how to transform himself into an angel of 
light, Freemasonry puts forward as its pretended aim the good of humanity. Paying a 
lip service to the authority of law, and even to the obligations of religion, it aims at the 
destruction of civil authority and the Christian priesthood, both of which it regards as 
the foes of human liberty.

Pope Leo XIII 
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NATO's new tactical marking symbol

The Royal Arch Atbash Cipher Key
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'The Sign of Virgo'

'Virgo, the Weeping Virgin'
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The broken column denotes the untimely death of our Grand Master Hiram Abiff; the 
beautiful Virgin, weeping, denotes the Temple, unfinished; the book open before her, 
that his virtues there lie on perpetual record; the sprig of acacia in her right hand, the 
timely discovery of his body; the urn in her left, that his ashes were there safely 
deposited to perpetuate the remembrance of so distinguished a character; and Time 
standing behind her unfolding the ringlets of her hair denotes that time, patience and 
perseverance will accomplish all things...

Master Mason Initiation Lecture
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The Occult Trinity
Father Time, the Celestial Virgin, the Serpent
The Heresy of All Places, Peoples, and Ages
The Bringers of Light they call themselves

The King, the Queen, the Prince
The Luciferian Royal Family

The Secret Combination
The Illuminati...

Masonry still retains among its emblems one of a woman weeping over a broken 
column, holding in her hand a branch of acacia, myrtle, or tamarisk, while Time, we 
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are told, stands behind her combing out the ringlets of her hair. We need not repeat the 
vapid and trivial explanation... given, of this representation of Isis, weeping at Byblos, 
over the column torn from the palace of the King, that contained the body of Osiris, 
while Horus, the God of Time, pours ambrosia on her hair. 

Illustrious Albert Pike 33°
Morals and Dogma, page 379

Under the Rose...
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One Green, One White, One Red
'Worker's in Metal'...
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S.A.M.
The Hidden Trinity

The Saturnic Royal Family
The Prince, the King, the Queen 

King David's Tomb
Mount Zion, Jerusalem

For more than a thousand years, Jewish tradition has identified Mount Zion as being the last resting place of King David and his 
descendants, the Kings of Yehudah. The fearless Jewish traveler,"Benjamin of Tudela", who visited Jerusalem in the twelfth 
century describes how the royal graves were discovered. "After the collapsed of a church on Mount Zion, workman found 
previously hidden caves under the rubble. They entered the caves and wanted to steal the treasures they saw. However, they 
were driven back by a powerful and mysterious wind. Fainting from fright, they regained consciousness to hear a menacing 
voice warning them to leave." 

The Chief Rabbi of the Isreali Army is said to have had a similar experience when he went to investigate King David's tomb after 
the IDF capture of the Old City during the 1967 war. 

There are similar stories in Josephus. 

FW speculates that this entrance is connected to the many Masonic Occult Tracing Board images of subterranean winding 
staircases emerging into underground Temples and Worlds. 

In other words King David's tomb could be the ancient Caananite entrance to the Underground World - the lair of the Dragon, 
the physical location of the mythical seven roomed palace of the Saturn King, Satan - 'The Green Man'. 

Gehenna. 
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Hell. 
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At the source of the 'Underground Stream Sub Rosa'
Be a Royal Palace with seven rooms

And eight gates...

Their Law is Untruth: Their God is the Devil and their Cult is Turpitude. 

Pope Pius VIII 
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The trepanned skull of Dagobert II

Pierced with a lance through the eye on December 23, 679 A.D. while on a ritual hunt in the sacred Forest of Woevres at Satanicum - the 
Merovingian Dynasty's Capitol, deep inside the haunted Ardennes.

Satanicum was so named because of the Temple of Saturn which was located there during Roman times. Satan and Saturn are the same 
words, one 'Early Latin', and the other 'Late Latin'...

Here some alternatives drawn from the picture which it draws of 25 listed names of the 
city, with their time of appearance: SATENAIUM and SATANIACUM (lOe S.), 
SATANACUM (1069), SATINNACUM et SATINIACUM (1086), SETUNIA (11th S.), 
SEPTINIACUM (1107), SETENAE (1208), SETTENAI (1243). SATANAY (1284), 
without forgetting the SATHANAI of the seal of Prévôte (1320) and the STENA of the 
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local patois. But 1643 should be waited until to find finally written the name of 
STENAY. 

French-English translation from Ville de Stenay website on the origin of their towns 
name.

Minerve in the Languedoc
The Symbol of the Cathars...
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'The Tomb of God'...

'Et in Arcadia Ego'...
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The 'Holy Grail' is the severed head of John the Baptist on a chalice.

The Cathar heresy holds that John the Baptist was a Demon. The Johanite heresy holds that John the Baptist was Christ. It is unclear whether 
in their minds either tenet contradicts the other, as the Cathars came from the Bogomils which ascribed also to a version of the Johanite 
Heresy.

In the Occult World it is said the only way to gain true magical powers is to either gain control of the spirit of a demon, or to gain control of the 
spirit of a murdered man. In the latter it is also necessary as part of the ritual to possess part of the victim, the head being preferable 
presumably because it is said to be the repository and seat of the soul when one is alive.

It is further said that whom so ever possesses the head of the Baptist shall rule the world, such is the terrible power it has.

Sara-la-Kali
The Black Virgin...
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The St. John "Christians" of the Fertile Crescent...
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Caption: 

The Sleb, a tribe of wandering craftsment of Syria and Arabia, so-called from the Mark of the 
Cross(Salib) on their foreheads. 

Descendants of the Rekhabites and Qenites of the Old Testament.

Eisler, Robert. 

The cross is the Mark of Cain. God placed this mark to identify him in perpetuity for 
murdering Abel and lying to him. Occultists believe that Cain's father was not the 
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"bad" Jehova-God but the "good" serpent Lucifer-Samael. The Mark of Cain, or cross, 
symbolizes a hammer, for Cain was a Worker in Metals, which is what a practitioner of 
Alchemical Sorcery is called. His descendent tribe, were nomads who traveled first of 
course from east to west, then centuries later from west to east are known to us as the 
Cainites, Caananites, Kenites, Qenites, Midianites, Sleb, Salubim, Rekhabites, 
Nasoreans, Mandeans, Johanites, or Nazorites. They may also be related to the 
Essenes, the Druze, the present day secretive ruling sect of Syria and Turkey known as 
the Alawites, and possibly even the Gypsies. The Qenites tribal mark was a tattoo on 
their foreheads in honour of their progenitor, for they were and are intinerant 
goldsmiths, blacksmiths, carpenters, potters, peddlers, medicine men, entertainers, 
craftsmen, and magicians. They also did not shorn their hair, often braiding it in the 
Nazorite fashion. Cain's direct descendent today whether Tubal-Cain himself, or 
someone else of whom we know not, has this Mark of Cain, the cross, as a red 
birthmark on his chest or back. 

Nay, even while Adam was alive, it came to pass that the posterity of Cain became 
exceedingly wicked, every one successively dying one after the other, more wicked than 
the former. They were intolerable in war, and vehement in robberies; and if any one 
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were slow to murder people, yet was he bold in his profligate behaviour, in acting 
unjustly, and doing injury for gain. 

Josephus
Antiquities of the Jews, A.D. 93 

'The Knights Templar'
'The Poor Knights of Christ and the Temple of Solomon'
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Brother Jacques de Molay
Last public Grand Master

Convicted Heretic 

"Item, that in each province the order had idols, namely heads, of which some had three races and some one, and others had a human skull. 

Item, that they adored these idols or that idol, and especially in their great chapters and assemblies. 

Item, that they venerated (them).

Item, that (they venerated them) as God. 

Item, that (they venerated them) as their Savior....

Item, that they said that the head could save them.

Item, that [it could] make riches.

Item, that it made the trees flower.

Item, that [it made] the land germinate.

Item, that they surrounded or touched each head of the aforesaid idols with small cords, which they wore around themselves next to the shirt 
or the flesh. 

Item, that in his reception, the aforesaid small cords or some lengths of them were given to each of the brethren.

Item, that they did this in veneration of an idol.

Item, that they (the receptors) enjoined them (the postulants) on oath not to reveal the aforesaid to anyone." 
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Articles of Accusations against the Poor Knights of the Temple of Solomon, following the mass arrest of Friday October 13, 1307.

The Order of Demolay

Question. Why does Freemasonry publically deny any connection to the heretical Knights Templar but name the organization it set up for their 
own children after the executed Grand Master himself?

Question. Is there anything that organized Freemasonry is telling non-masons, which derisively it refers to in secret as 'The Profane' or 
'Cowans', to be believed?
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The 'York Rite' of Freemasonry 

The 'York Rite' is colloquially referred to by Masons sometimes as the 'American Rite'. The upper degrees are only open to "Christians" where 
ceremonies mocking Christian ones are perfromed including the consecration of the host, and the use of bread and wine.

The seperation of 'Appendent' Rites between Christian focused(targeted) and others is widespread in Masonry. 

The Royal Arch is where the paleonoic-masonic "true ineffable name of god" - Jahbulon, is conveyed. 

Knights Templar Degree 

Freemasonry mimics the two fundamental sacraments of the Christian Church - baptism and communion. 

(1) They perform a Christless esoteric baptism in the 'Prince of Mercy' degree when they pour water over the candidate and foolishly assure 
him, he has been purified. 

They perform a blasphemous Black Mass in the Knights Templar degree when they drink communion from a human skull-cap in a Christ 
mocking occult ceremony. 

The Knights Templar's initiate drinks 5 symbolic libations (or toasts) during his Templar Order initiation ceremony. The first 4 are taken out of 
a goblet; the libations being to the memory of (1) King Solomon "our ancient grand master" (2) Hiram King of Tyre; "our ancient grand 
master" (3) Hiram Abiff "the widows son, who lost his life in defence of his integrity") (4) Simon of Cyrene, "the friend of our Saviour, who 
bore his cross, and fell a martyr to his faith." [In some occult writings Jesus Christ did not die on the cross as they claim he secretly 
switched places with one 'Simon of Cyrene' during Christ's journey from Pontus Pilate's sentencing to Golgotha, and then they 
allege Jesus instead stood nearby the crucifixtion site laughing at the precedings. This reference in Masonic ritual shows the 
depth of the heresy and blasphamy of Freemasonry, as well as the trickery, deceit, and "craftyness" of the "lodge", as the 
repulsive occult meaning of the 'Simon of Cyrene' reference is never explained to the duped initiate. - FW] 

The fifth, and supreme, libation is made unto 'the unknown' and is performed in the vilest manner imaginable; an actual human skull-cap is 
placed in the hand of the candidate and he is caused to sup the content of such from this mystic cup. The fluid that is consumed from the top 
part of this human skull is normally bitter wine. Such is employed to vividly impress important occult teaching to the initiate. The candidate is 
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told, "Pilgrim, the fifth libation is taken in a very solemn way. It is emblematical of the bitter cup of death, of which we must sooner or later, 
taste." 

The fifth libation is called the sealed obligation because the candidate is never told to whom the fifth libation is drunk; it is rather 'sealed'. 

'Baphomet'

Baphomet, the name of the severed head the Knights Templar worshiped, translates into English from Latin as 'Temple of the Father of Peace 
of all Men' via the reverse anagram Green Language technique known as Anastrophe. This is what the Temple of the Caananites Capital City of 
Salem was known as before it was captured by the tribes of Abraham, who renamed it Jerusalem.

Peeling the Occult Onion further we apply the more sophisticated Masonic/Templar/Kabbalist cryptographic method known as the Atbash 
Cipher to Baphomet and arrive at it's innermost meaning and translation - SOPHIA. 

Sophia is often illustrated with a beard due to her having gone through the Alchemical 'Blackening' Sex Magic Ritual known as the 'Great Work' 
which transformed her into an immortal, all powerful Hermaphrodite. 

Sophia is Astoreth/Lilith/Mari the worship of whom was secretly re-introduced by King Soloman - who Freemasonry says was their first Grand 
Master - against the expressed wishes of God through Moses. Ashtoreth required human burnt offerings - preferably babies of prominent 
families - which was performed in the Valley of Hinnom/Gehenna/Hell at the base of Mount Zion/Sion. 
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ANNONA --- The goddess of the wheat harvest, and the deity over-seeing the grain imports from 
Africa. Attributes: grain stalks, prow modius, cornucopia. 

BRITANNIA --- The personification of the British Province. Antoninus Pius issued a set of bronze coins 
in Rome to be circulated in Britian. 

CERES --- The Hellenistic goddess of grain (Demeter). Depicted on bronze/brass coins to suggest a 
plentiful food supply to the masses. Attributes: holds grain, torch, and veiled head 

CYBELE --- The mother of the gods, Mother earth. Also known as Magna Mater (the Great Mother). 
Attributes: turreted and veiled head, lions; often riding a lion-drawn cart. Titles: MAGNA MATER, 
MATER DEI 

DIANA, DIANA LVCIFERA --- The Hellenistic goddess of the hunt and the moon goddess (Artemis); also 
the patroness of children. Attributes: crescent moon, torch, bow and arrow, hunting dog, stag. Titles: 
LUCIFERA (light-bringer), CONSERVATRIX, VICTRIX. 

ISIS --- An Egyptian goddess of the underworld and the wife of Osiris, who represented the birth and 
death of one year. Attributes: rattle (sistrum), bucket. 
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IVNO, IVNONIS --- Juno (Hera), the consort of Jupiter, and the patroness of child birth. Attributes: 
peacock, scepter, patera. Titles: CONSERVATRIX, LVCINA, REGINA 

IVNO FELIX --- Happy Juno. 

IVNO LVCINA --- Goddess of light. 

IVNO REGINA --- Juno the Queen. 

IVNONI MARTIALI --- The war like Juno. 

LIBER --- The Hellenistic goddess of wine (Bacchus/Dionysios). Attributes: wine cup, thyrsos (a staff 
ornamented with grape leaves), crown of ivy leaves, panther. 

LIBERALITAS --- The personification of generosity, and frequently, an indirect reference to a specific 
Imperial donative to the urban population. Attributes: tessera, cornucopia. 

LIBERTAS --- The personification of liberty. Often used by usurpers claiming to restore the liberty of 
the Roman Republic. Attributes: pileus (pointed hat), scepter. 

LVNA --- An alternative manifestation of the moon goddess, as used by Julia Domna and Gallienus; 
more appropriately a personification of the moon. 

MATER MAGNA --- see CYBELE 

PAX --- The personification of peace. Attributes: olive branch, scepter, cornucopia, caduceus. 

SALVS --- The goddess of health and safety. On the basis from an old Italic custom of pleasing the 
gods by sacrificing a virgin to the sacred snakes. Salus usually appears on a coin after suppression of a 
coup against the emperor, or when an emperor recovers from an illness. Attributes: sacrificing to 
snake from patera. The snake is usually rising from the altar or being held in arms. 

SEGENTIA --- The Roman goddess of the ripening of wheat, or crops. 

VENVS, VENERIS ---The Hellenistic goddess of love and beauty (Aphrodite). She was the patron 
goddess of Julius Caesar and then the Julian line (Venus Genetrix). (VENERIS is the genative form) 
Attributes: apple, small figure of Victory. Titles: CAELESTIS (of the skies), FELIX, GENETRIX, VICTRIX. 

VICTORIA --- The Hellenistic goddess of Victory (Nike). Frequently appears as an attribute to other 
deities, such as Roma, Jupiter and Venus. Attributes: wreath, wings. 

VVLCAN --- The Hellenistic goddess of iron, fire and wepons (Hephaistos). Attributes: hammer, tongs, 
anvil. 
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GLORIA NOVI SAECVLI --- The glory of the new age. 

The Virgin is consicrated to Isis, just as Leo is consecrated to her husband Osiris... The 
sphinx, composed of a Lion and a Virgin, was used as a symbol to designate the 
overflowing Nile... they put a wheat-ear in the hand of a virgin, to express the idea of 
the months, perhaps because the sign of Virgin was called by the Orientals, Sounbouleh 
or Schibbolet, that is to say, epi or wheat ear.

Brother Joseph Jerome de Lalande
Founder Lodge Des Neuf Soers (Nine Sisters), Paris
Astronomie par M. de la Lande, 1731
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The High Priestess
The 13th Path

Gimel
G

"Lucifer represents.. Life.. Thought.. Progress.. Civilization.. Liberty.. Independence.. 
Lucifer is the Logos.. the Serpent, the Savior." pages 171, 225, 255 (Volume II)

"It is Satan who is the God of our planet and the only God." pages 215, 216, 220, 245, 
255, 533, (VI)

"The Celestial Virgin which thus becomes the Mother of Gods and Devils at one and 
the same time; for she is the ever-loving beneficent Deity...but in antiquity and reality 
Lucifer or Luciferius is the name. Lucifer is divine and terrestial Light, 'the Holy 
Ghost' and 'Satan' at one and the same time." page 539

Helena Petrovna Blavatsky 32°
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The Secret Doctrine

'Isis'
'Mari'
'Kali'

'Ceres'
'Maria'
'Virgo'
'Lilith'
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'Diana'
'Venus'
'Sophia'
'Ishtar'
'Hathor'
'Ostara'

'Lucifera'
'Astoreth'
'Angerona'
'Semiramis'
'The Widow'
'Baphomet'
'Head 58m'

'Stella Maris'
'CAPUT LVIIIm'
'Our Dear Lady'

'The Black Virgin'
'The Illuminatrix'

'The Scarlet Woman'
'The Weeping Virgin'
'The Celestial Virgin'

'The Lady of the Lake'
'The Queen of Heaven'
'The Queen of the Sea'
'The Green Man's Bride'

'Notre Dame de Lumiére'
'The Queen of the World'

'The Queen of the Underworld' 
'Mystery Babylon' her name...
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'The Temple of the Father of Peace of all Mankind'
She is still 'unfinished'... 

And upon her forehead was a name written, MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, 
THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH.

Revelation 17:5
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'Lodge Furniture'

And it came to pass in the sixth year, in the sixth month, in the fifth day of the month, as I sat before me, that the hand of the Lord GOD fell 
there upon me. 

Then I beheld, and lo a likeness as the appearance of fire: from the appearance of his loins even downward, fire; and from his loins even 
upward, as the appearance of brightness, as the colour of amber.

And he put forth the form of an hand, and took me by a lock of mine head; and the spirit lifted me up between the earth and the heaven, and 
brought me in the visions of God to Jerusalem, to the door of the inner gate that looketh toward the north; where was the seat of the image of 
jealousy, which provoketh to jealousy.

And, behold, the glory of the God of Isreal was there, according to the vision that I saw in the plain.

Then said he unto me, Son of man, lift up thine eyes now the way toward the north. So I lifted up mine eyes the way toward the north, and 
behold northward at the gate of the alter this image of jealousy in the entry.

And he said furthermore unto me, Son of man, seest thou what they do? Even the great abominations that the house of Isreal committeth 
here, that I should go far off from my sanctuary? But turn thee yet again, and thou shalt see greater abominations.

And he brought me to the door of the court; and when I looked, behold a hole in the wall.

Then said he unto me, Son of man, dig now in the wall: and when I had digged in the wall, behold a door.

And he said unto me, Go in, and behold the wicked abominations that they do here.

So I went in and saw; and behold every form of creeping things, and abominable beasts, and all the idols of the house of Isreal, portrayed 
upon the walls round about.

And there stood before them seventy men of the ancients of the house of Isreal, and in the midst of them stood Japazanniah the son of 
Shaphan, with every man his censer in his hand; and a thick cloud of incense went up.

Then said he unto me, Son of man, hast thou seen what the ancients of the house of Isreal do in the dark, every man in the chambers of his 
imagery? For they say, the LORD seeth us not; the LORD hath forsaken the earth.

He said also unto me, Turn thee yet again, and thou shalt see greater abominations that they do.
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Then he brought me to the door of the gate of the LORD's house which was toward the north; and, behold, there sat women weeping for 
Tammuz.

Then said he unto me, Hast thou seen this, O son of man? Turn thee yet again, and thou shalt see greater abominations than these.

And he brought me into the inner court of the LORD's house, and, behold, at the door of the temple of the LORD, between the porch and the 
altar, were about five and twenty men, with their backs toward the temple of the LORD, and their faces toward the east; and they worshipped 
the sun toward the east.

Then he said unto me, Hast thou seen this, O son of man? Is it a light thing to the house of Judah that they commit the abominations which 
they commit here? For they filled the land with violence, and have returned to provoke me to anger: and, lo, they put the branch to their nose.

Therefore will I also deal in fury: mine eye shall not spare, neither will I have pity: and though they cry in mine ears with a loud voice, yet will 
I not hear them.

Ezekial 8
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"And he brought me into the inner court of the LORD's house, and, behold, at the door 
of the temple of the LORD, between the porch and the altar, were about five and twenty 
men, with their backs toward the temple of the LORD, and their faces toward the east; 
and they worshipped the sun toward the east."

Ezekial 
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'Behold a door'...
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Jah-Bul-On = Jahwah + Baal + Osiris
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And Elijah came unto all the people, and said, How long halt ye between two opinions? 
if the LORD be God, follow him: but if Baal, then follow him. And the people answered 
him not a word.

1. Kings 18:21
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'2B1ASK1'...

Hymn to Lucifer
by Aleister Crowley 33°

Ware, nor of good nor ill, what aim hath act?
Without its climax, death, what savour hath
Life? an impeccable machine, exact
He paces an inane and pointless path
To glut brute appetites, his sole content
How tedious were he fit to comprehend 
Himself! More, this our noble element
Of fire in nature, love in spirit, unkenned
Life hath no spring, no axle, and no end.

His body a blood-ruby radiant
With noble passion, sun-souled Lucifer
Swept through the dawn colossal, swift aslant
On Eden's imbecile perimeter.
He blessed nonentity with every curse
And spiced with sorrow the dull soul of sense, 
Breath life into the sterile universe,
With Love and Knowledge drove out innocence
The Key of Joy is disobedience.
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One seldom recognizes the devil when he is putting his hand on your shoulder. 

Albert Speer

The Green Man
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Satan 

It is evident that in a general way, this doctrine of Freemasonry is not only a heresy, 
nor even the totality of all heresies, which find in it a haven; it is a fact that Masonry 
goes beyond the limits of what constitutes what is generally ascribed to the word 
'heresy,' for it allows full play to the commission of outrageous perversion. 
Freemasonry is indeed the abyss of all errors, the well of perdition. 

The Holy See.

Alice you may now leave the looking glass.

So Mote It Be.

----Original Message------
From: "John P. Mercier" jmercier@cwp.net.pa
To: 33@myself.com
Sent: October 22, 2000 7:35:18 PM GMT
Subject: Theory 

Your web page is fascinating but I see a problem. If you are right, you may have 
incured the wrath of a dangerous group. If you are wrong, then you have 
slandered a noble institution. My theory is as follows: Either you are right, in which 
case the Mason's will kill you as you claim that they did several well guarded 
people, OR you are a liar, in which case you will live untouched. I shall read the 
newspapers daily searching for information to confirm or disprove the theory. 
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John Mercier 

 

Go to additional pages at the Site Index 
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F.G.A. (FREQUENTLY GIVEN ANSWERS) 

Dear Freemasons, Witches, Ascended Masters, and other New Age "adepts", 

Thinking of "straightening us out" about G-d, Messiah, Jesus, Satan, Lucifer, Hiram Abiff, Jahbulon, the coming New Age of 
"Light", and how stupid and mislead us Bible and Torah believers are? 

----Original Message------
From: Freemasonry Watch 
To: Withheld
Date: Mon, 4 Jun 2001 
Subject: Re: masonry 

Wrong Karnak. 

YOU were the one to say that "Satan is good", therefore that makes YOU the Satanist. 

Get it? Probably not. 

All occultists like Satanists, Witches, Goddess Worshippers, Maitreya Channelers, Theosophists, and Freemasons say the same 
thing about Satan and Lucifer: "Satan doesn't exist", "Lucifer is not Satan", "Even if Satan did exist he is good", "Satan is 
doing God's will", "Satan does not oppose God", and "Lucifer is the Holy Spirit". 

Do you think you are the first New Age World Order occult wacko to e-mail me the above "revelations"? 

You all start off with playing silly cut and paste and deletion games, then deny your organization has any teachings contrary 
to Christianity or God(Jehova, the one you say is the bringer of darkness who is opposing Lucifer-Samael, the bringer of light.) 
in it, then switch to providing bizarre re-interpretatons of biblical verse. 

Well here are some other snippets from the Bible which you might want to consider as they completely contradict your 
"ascended masters". 

THE RETURN OF THE SEVENTY-TWO 

The seventy-two men came back in great joy, "Lord," the said, "even the demons obeyed us when 
we commanded them in your name!" 

Jesus answered them, "I saw Satan fall like lightning from heaven. Listen! I have given you 
authority, so that you can walk on snakes and scorpions, and over all the power of the Enemy, and 
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nothing will hurt you. But don't be glad because the evil spirits obey you; rather be glad because 
your names are written in heaven." 

Luke 10:17-18 

Here's another link for you from a Jewish Perspecitive that will explain what you are involved in: 

The Rainbow Swastika, A Report to the Jewish People about New Age Anti-Semitism 

Quite simply you only think you understand what you are involved in. You are being mislead by non-human forces. 

God(The one who isn't the serpent of "wisdom" Lucifer-Samael) Bless, 

Freemasonry Watch 

P.S. Hiram Abiff wasn't the Messiah, and Jesus Christ wasn't a Freemason. 

Our MasonStoppers Line 
Send us in confidence details of cases where you think
Organized Freemasonry has personally hurt yourself,

family, friends, aquaintances, or community. We would
also appreciate any additional background information,
links, and references on Freemasonry and the Occult.

Help us take a bite out of Freemasonry.
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Click banner to vote for FW and visit other sites 

This Website is under continual attack by organized groups of "e-m@sons" - as every other site, e-mail account, and isp that dares to critique or allow criticism of this 
"simple, peaceful charity" is. Webmasters if you are tired of being chased around the net by libelous and defamatory false complaint barrage attacks by Freemasons and 
others, then we would urge you to move to Freestates.net where you will be able to go about your research without having to worry about whether some feckless 
corporation will cave to mass complaint letter writing campaigns as happened recently to our site at About.com/50Megs.com. The secret society that is Freemasonry is not 
democratic, nor has it ever been democratic. It is a lawless theocracy with a narrow self-serving religious-occult agenda of frightening aims and dimensions.
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